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Abstract A model of molecularly thin lubricant layer

behavior for rough, sliding contact is presented in this work

as a function of lubricant layer morphology. Building on

previous work by the authors where the lubricant layer was

assumed to be uniform in thickness and morphology,

lubricant contributions to contact are presently treated at

the asperity level and the effects of lubricant bonding ratio

and coverage are accounted for. Effective stiffnesses for

lubricated asperities are used to calculate the bearing and

shear forces, while variable surface energy is modeled at

the asperity level and used within an improved continuum

adhesive formulation. Contributions from asperities in

lubricant and solid contact for partial coverage are deter-

mined within the context of a statistical mechanics model.

The proposed model can be used to study the mixed na-

nolubrication regime expected during light contact or

‘‘surfing’’ recording in magnetic storage, where sustained

nanolubricant contact would partially deplete mobile

molecules from the contact interface.

Keywords Nanotribology � Magnetic data storage �
Roughness effects � Adhesion � Boundary lubrication

friction

List of Symbols

An Nominal area of contact

BR Bonding ratio

C Coverage ratio

c1,2,3 Surface energy fitting coefficients

d Mean plane separation (asperity heights)

d0 Liquid gap = h0 - j
E, E1,2 Young’s modulus of solid substrates

Fs Total adhesive force

Fs,lube Adhesive force in lubricant

Fs,nc Non-contact adhesive force

H Hardness

h Mean plane separation (surface heights)

h0 Solid–solid gap

K Maximum contact pressure factor

kc Solid contact stiffness

kfr Solid frictional stiffness

klateral Total lateral (frictional) stiffness

knormal Total normal (contact) stiffness

kP Bearing (normal) stiffness

kQ Shear stiffness

m0,2,4 Spectral moments

mP Bearing force curve-fitting coefficient

N Number of asperities

nQ Shear force curve-fitting coefficient

P Total contact force

P0 Maximum experimental bearing force

Plube Bearing force

Q Total frictional force

Q0 Maximum experimental shear force

Qlube Lubricant shear force

R, R1,2 Mean radius of asperity

SL Logistic function switch

t Total average lubricant thickness

tm Mobile lubricant thickness
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U Shearing (sliding) velocity

x Lateral direction (along slider motion)

z Asperity height

_c Shear rate

Dc Surface free energy

e Equilibrium spacing

g, g1,2 Areal density of asperities

j Minimum liquid gap

k Coverage cutoff distance factor

m, m1,2 Poisson ratio

P Disjoining pressure

r, r1,2 RMS roughness of asperity heights

rs RMS roughness of surface heights

u Gaussian distribution PDF

uL PDF of lubricant-contacting asperities

uNC PDF of non-contacting asperities

x Interference = z–d–e
xc Critical interference

1 Introduction

The assumption of a continuous molecularly thin lubricant

(MTL) film with uniform density at the magnetic disks of

hard-disk drives is likely inaccurate. While essential in

estimating the effective stiffness of an MTL based on

hydrodynamic formulations [1, 2], it breaks down for

interfaces where, depending on the lubricant bonding ratio

and coverage, the tallest asperities of the carbon substrate

may not be covered by lubricant molecules. Such a mixed

nano lubrication regime would occur for near-contact or

‘‘surfing’’ recording where sustained lubricant contact

would deplete many of the mobile molecules from the

interface. Furthermore, the same scenario would hold for

cases where the MTL thickness is less than the RMS

roughness of the solid substrates. Nevertheless, the uni-

formity assumption is necessary in estimating quantities

such as the disjoining pressure in the film [3], which is

typically used to model lubricant transfer between con-

tacting surfaces, or dynamic modulations of the film

observed experimentally, such as moguls and ripples [4, 5].

Continuum-based models of lubricant behavior have been

shown to correlate well with experiments and molecular

dynamics simulations, for example, when calculating the

disjoining pressure [6, 7], or predicting the lubricant

bearing forces [1, 2, 8]. The present work uses continuum

formulations of adhesive, contact/bearing, and friction/

shear forces at the asperity level in a model that also

accounts for the effects of lubricant bonding ratio and

coverage, within the context of a statistical mechanics

model (to capture the surface roughness effects).

Molecular dynamic simulations and direct experimental

observations present a snapshot of the morphology and

behavior of MTL films used in magnetic storage. Depend-

ing on molecular size, as quantified by the radius of gyra-

tion, and the type and number of functional ends, lubricant

molecules will conform differently to the carbon substrate.

The resulting MTL films can be termed monolayers if the

coverage of the carbon surface is complete (100 %), or sub-

monolayers otherwise, in which case the average layer

thickness will be less than that of a monolayer. Most

lubricants either dewet or form multilayers for film thick-

nesses larger than a monolayer [3]; hence, monolayer or

sub-monolayer thicknesses are preferable to avoid insta-

bilities and lubricant transfer. It was observed that coverage

increases with increasing molecular weight [9], while a

greater number of functional ends results in better confor-

mation, quantified as a smaller sub-monolayer thickness

[10]. However, observations under static conditions might

not correspond exactly to realistic, dynamic operation. For

example, after shearing of an MTL film, Tani and Tagawa

[9] reported that the average spherical shape of lubricant

molecules changes to a flattened spheroidal shape such as

that of a random loose coil. Therefore, it could be postulated

that the stiffness of molecules bonded to the carbon surface

should also contribute to lubricant contact.

Lubricant conformation is addressed in the present work at

the asperity level as a function of the bonding ratio and cov-

erage. Specifically, we assume that lubricant accumulates in

the valleys of the carbon surface topography, while the tallest

solid asperities may be free of lubricant molecules for a given

conformation, as per experimental observations [9]. The

regime of contact for each asperity is thus rigorously defined,

and statistical summation is used to calculate the averaged,

total interfacial forces as functions of the separation between

the means of asperity heights of the two solid surfaces coming

into sliding contact. Lubricant contact is modeled using

hydrodynamic formulations to calculate the effective stiffness

up to the point where mobile molecules are fully expelled from

the interface, while the effective stiffness of bonded molecules

is assumed to decrease linearly from the non-zero, maximum

hydrodynamic value to zero just before the inception of solid

contact [1, 2]. Solid contact is modeled using curve-fitted

solutions of quasi-static finite elements analysis solutions [11],

as used in the improved sub-boundary lubrication (ISBL)

model [12]. Adhesion is also reformulated to account for partial

lubricant coverage. We term the proposed contact model: the

improved molecularly thin lubricant (IMTL) model.

2 Lubricant Layer Morphology

Unlike the approach employed previously [1, 2], which

corresponds to the case of a highly mobile MTL layer with

full substrate coverage, in the present work lubricant con-

tact is treated on a per-asperity basis to account for the
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varying morphology of realistic MTL films. Asperities can

be either lubricated or starved depending on their height

relative to the mean, as well as the film bonding ratio and

coverage: for example, this can come about for the pro-

posed ‘‘surfing’’ recording regime where significant

expulsion of mobile molecules from the contact interface

would result in mixed lubrication. Specifically, while

excess mobile molecules would spread on the disk result-

ing in full coverage and larger-than-monolayer thicknesses,

during contact these would be readily displaced effectively

resulting in sub-monolayer conformations (i.e., partial

coverage). Starved asperities would occur for small MTL

film thicknesses and coverage: these would be the tallest

asperities. For less-than-full coverage, the taller asperities

would contact first (solid contact) and lubricant contact

contributions would occur for shorter asperities for

decreasing mean place separations. It should be noted that

coverage can be quantified experimentally by observing the

number of lubricant molecules remaining on the substrate

after rinsing [9]. For sufficiently thick MTL films with

increased coverage, lubricant contact would dominate for

shallow penetrations as was assumed in the previous work

[1, 2].

Let two rough surfaces having the morphology depicted

in Fig. 1 come into sliding contact. Their separation is

quantified in terms of the distance between the two means

of surface heights, drawn as dashed lines in the schematic.

On the bottom surface, representing the surface of the

amorphous diamond-like carbon overcoat on the disk, the

bonding ratio, i.e., the percentage of bonded to mobile

lubricant molecules, can be varied by the duration of dip

coating or additional treatments such as annealing. Once

the top surface (representing the recording head, also

coated with carbon) comes into proximity of the lubricant

film, some molecules may bond to it due to van der Waals

interactions. Hence, two bonded layers will be formed on

either surface while mobile molecules will be free to move

and create entanglements in-between.

Let us assume that the combined average thickness of

the two bonded layers is equal to 2j, such that a shear rate

can be defined from the relative displacement at the middle

of each bonded layer and up to a minimum liquid gap equal

to j [1]. This minimum liquid gap corresponds to a limiting

shear rate defined at the point of expulsion of all mobile

molecules from the interface and the shearing of the

remaining bonded layers. It follows that a shear rate cannot

be defined as such for liquid gaps smaller than j, thereby

imposing a limit to the applicability of continuum hydro-

dynamic formulations. If the total average MTL thickness

is t, then the thickness of the mobile layer is tm = t - 2j.

Alternatively, the minimum liquid gap j can be found as a

function of the bonding ratio (BR) and total average

thickness:

j ¼ BR
t

2

� �
ð1Þ

For example, a bonding ratio of 80 % (BR = 0.8) for a

t = 1.5-nm-thick lubricant film translates into a 1.2-nm-

thick bonded layer (2j) and a 0.3-nm-thick mobile layer

(tm). Hydrodynamic contact is postulated to exist for

penetrations up to 0.3 nm into the lubricant layer and the

maximum hydrodynamic bearing force and stiffness can be

calculated for the minimum liquid gap of j = 1.2/

2 = 0.6 nm. The stiffness is then assumed to decrease

linearly as the bonded layers are compressed beyond

1.2 nm until the inception of solid contact [1, 2]. Unlike the

previous work, this behavior is now modeled at the asperity

level and can account for the presence of both lubricated

and starved asperities. Specifically, all asperities are

lubricated for full coverage (C = 1) while the number of

starved asperities increases for decreasing coverage

(C \ 1). Lubricant contact for less-than-full coverage

will occur for shorter asperities while the tallest ones will

experience solid contact. The assumption that the stiffness

linearly decreases to zero over the transition region, while

not critical within the context of the present work because

of the averaging effect of statistical summation, will be

further investigated in future work utilizing molecular

dynamics simulations. Nevertheless, the finding that

‘‘plastic deformation’’ occurs in MTL films during shear

and squeezing for atomically rough surfaces qualitatively

agrees with the proposed MTL film behavior [13, 14].

It would be useful to decouple the mobile layer thickness

from the total, so as to model lubricant dynamic modulation.

Specifically, if the disjoining pressure P in the lubricant film

under the effect of adhesion becomes negative at a critical

clearance between the two surfaces, then a net attractive

pressure will exist between the lubricant and the head [6],

which will work to ‘‘pull’’ the lubricant towards the head

surface. In order to model this effect, for example, the mobile

layer thickness tm could be scaled relative to an effective

disjoining stiffness, defined as the negative derivative of

the disjoining pressure with lubricant thickness [6], as a func-

tion of the adhesive force. Alternatively, the dynamically

Fig. 1 Rough surfaces coming together in sliding contact in the

presence of a molecularly thin lubricant film. Separation is quantified

in terms of the distance between the means of surface heights
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changing lubricant thickness along the direction of motion of

the disk t(x) could be calculated by imposing equilibrium to

the change in disjoining pressure along this dimension, i.e.,

solving qP/qx = 0 for t(x), as was done by Dai et al. [15].

Since such a model exists in the literature and could be

readily incorporated into a future, comprehensive dynamic

model of the head-disk interface building on past work [16,

17], we will limit our present discussion to the case where

lubricant modulation is negligible for thicknesses smaller

than the dewetting thickness. The dewetting thickness is

1.7 nm for the case of Z-Tetraol MTL films [6] and should be

larger than or equal to the monolayer thickness; hence, the

present model is specifically applicable to the sub-monolayer

MTL films used or occurring in magnetic storage.

Rough contact can be modeled with a Greenwood–

Williamson (GW)-type statistical model as contact

between a rough surface and a rigid flat. Let the two rough

surfaces have RMS roughness, mean radius of asperity, and

areal density values ri, Ri, and gi, respectively, from which

we can calculate the combined parameters r, R, and g [18].

Assuming a Gaussian distribution of asperity heights,

99.3 % of all asperities will be inscribed within a ± 3r
envelope from the mean of asperity heights of the com-

bined rough surface, denoted by the dashed lines in Fig. 2a,

b. With combined RMS roughness \5 Å in today’s mag-

netic disks [2, 17], the total peak-to-valley distance is

around 2–3 nm. Since MTL films range in thickness from

0.5 to 1.5 nm [3], they must follow the substrate topogra-

phy to achieve full coverage. As shown in Fig. 2a, all

asperities will contribute to lubricant contact for full cov-

erage. For partial coverage (C \ 1), shown schematically

in Fig. 2b, the tallest asperities will be in solid contact

initially and lubricant contact contributions from shorter

asperities will increase for increasing penetration. The total

contact force in this case would not be clearly distin-

guishable into its lubricant and solid contributions.

Within the context of roughness as approximated with

the GW model, solid contact will occur when d - z B 0,

where d is the distance between the mean of asperity

heights and the rigid flat, while z denotes the asperity

height as shown in Fig. 2. Let the equilibrium spacing e
(also given as D0 in the literature) [6, 7, 19, 20], which is

related to the interatomic distance, be used to define sub-

strate-lubricant interaction. For convenience, we will place

the full MTL film on one surface and define the states of a

lubricated asperity as follows:

1. No contact: d - z ? e [ t

2. Mobile layer (hydrodynamic) contact: 2j\ d -

z ? e B t

3. Bonded layer contact: 0 \ d - z ? e B 2j
4. Elastic and elastic/plastic solid contact (initiated at the

equilibrium distance e): d - z B 0

The inclusion of the equilibrium spacing e for non-

contacting asperities is consistent with the SBL formula-

tion utilizing the Lennard-Jones surface potential [20].

The various contact states of a lubricated asperity can be

better understood by referring to the schematic of Fig. 3.

Also, a starved asperity will go into solid contact if it has a

height measured from the mean z C d and will be in non-

contact if z \ d. The inclusion of the equilibrium spacing e
in the formulation, which is necessary in the definition of

surface energy [19], comes into play when defining lubri-

cant-dependent quantities such as interfacial adhesion and

disjoining pressure [3, 6].

3 Solid and Lubricant Asperity Contact

Based on the GW formulation [18], the probability of an

asperity coming into lubricant contact is

prob z [ d þ e� tð Þ ¼
Zd

d�t

u zð Þdz ð2Þ

Note that the equilibrium spacing e is dropped since it

appears in both the lower and the upper integration limits.

The probability density function (PDF) u(z) is defined in

the literature for a Gaussian distribution in terms of the

standard deviations of asperity heights [11]:
Fig. 2 Approximation of rough surface MTL contact for full (a) and

partial coverage (b)

Fig. 3 Molecularly thin lubricated single asperity contact model
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u zð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

rs

exp �0:5
z

rs

� �2
" #

ð3Þ

The standard deviation of asperity heights rs can be

related to the RMS roughness measured using surface

heights via the following relation:

rs ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 0:8968

m2
2

m0m4

� �
m0

s
ð4Þ

The spectral moments m0, m2, and m4 [21] are obtained

directly from the measured surface profiles (Note:

r = Hm0). If there are N asperities within the contact

area, the number of asperities in lubricant contact can be

calculated as the product of N with the probability of

lubricant contact. This, however, is true only for full

coverage. The total number of asperities can be calculated

for the combined rough surface as a function of the

nominal area of contact and the areal density of asperities:

N ¼ gAn ð5Þ

Lubricant contact for partial coverage will occur only

for shorter asperities. In order to account for coverage, we

define a cutoff plane located at a distance k from the mean

of asperity heights, such that asperities shorter than k are

considered lubricated, while asperities taller than k are

starved. This distance can be quantified in terms of the

standard deviation rs and the coverage C as

k ¼ 3rs 2C � 1ð Þ ð6Þ

It follows that k = 3rs for full coverage (C = 1) and all

asperities are lubricated. For 50 % coverage (C = 0.5), k = 0

and only half of the asperities (below the mean) are

lubricated. Finally, in the absence of lubricant (C = 0),

k = -3rs and all asperities are starved. Based on the partially

covered MTL film morphology shown in Fig. 2b, lubricant

contact can be selectively turned on or off for a given mean

plane separation by multiplying the probability of Eq. (2) with

an ‘‘on–off function.’’ We introduce a switch SL based on the

logistic function with a relatively high ‘‘steepness’’ coefficient

multiplying the quantity in the exponent:

SL ¼ SL z�ð Þ ¼ 1

1þ e�10 k��z�ð Þ ð7Þ

The logistic function was chosen over alternatives such as

the Heaviside function so as to avoid introducing additional

discontinuities in the model. As shown in the plot of Fig. 4a,

the switch takes values between zero and one and is expressed

in terms of the dimensionless quantities k* = k/r and z* = z/

r. It smoothly transitions from one to zero at the desired value

of the coverage ratio; the speed of the transition can be

modified by changing the value of the ‘‘steepness’’

coefficient, assumed to be 10 in our model. The

dimensionless Gaussian PDF u*(z*) becomes:

u� z�ð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p r

rs

� �
exp �0:5

r
rs

� �2

z�2

" #
ð8Þ

The Gaussian PDF of Eqs. (3) and (8) is used in the solid

contact formulations based on the elastic/plastic finite

elements results of Kogut and Etsion [11]. For use with

lubricant-contacting and non-contacting asperities, we

define the following PDFs for lubricated and non-contact-

ing asperities:

u�L z�ð Þ ¼ SL z�ð Þu� z�ð Þ ð9Þ

u�NC z�ð Þ ¼ 1� SL z�ð Þ½ �u� z�ð Þ ð10Þ

The logistic function is plotted as a function of the

dimensionless asperity height in Fig. 4a, for different coverage

ratios C = {0.6, 0.8, 1.0} and r/rs = 2.8325, based on the

roughness parameters used in the contact model with

r = 0.495 nm, R = 0.335 lm, and g = 124.253 lm-2 [2].

The Gaussian PDF is effectively truncated at z = k to

account for lubricant coverage based on Eq. (9) and as

shown in Fig. 4b. Within the lubricant-contacting regime

for asperity heights in the range d ? e - t B z \ d ? e,
starved asperities will experience Lennard-Jones adhesive

interactions. For a given coverage, asperities that are not

lubricated can be reflected in the PDF expressed in Eq. (10)

and plotted in Fig. 4c. For full coverage (C = 1) the

lubricant PDF uL
*(z*) reverts to the Gaussian, while uNC

* (z*)

is zero.

4 Forces Acting on Lubricated Asperities

Experimental measurements, such as those performed by

Fukuzawa et al. [8] utilizing the fiber wobbling method,

form the basis from which effective lubricant stiffnesses

are extracted. These are shear rate-dependent and yield the

hydrodynamic forces when multiplied with the corre-

sponding liquid gap. Within the context of statistical rough

Fig. 4 Logistic function trigger (a), lubricant PDF (b), and non-

contacting PDF (c) as functions of dimensionless asperity height for

different coverage ratios

Tribol Lett (2013) 49:227–238 231
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contact in the presence of an MTL film, each asperity will

only contribute a portion to the total hydrodynamic bearing

load and shear force. This concept is similar to that of a

Winkler elastic foundation used to model an elastic half-

space [22]. Hence, we can visualize the MTL film as

having nonlinear ‘‘springs’’ in parallel at the locations of

each asperity such that the total film stiffness will be the

summation of the asperity stiffnesses. Inversely, the

asperity stiffness will be one Nth of the total, experimen-

tally measured stiffness.

When using the elastic foundation concept in the mod-

eling of asperity contributions to the total lubricant forces,

the following statement must be true: if N asperities are

within the nominal contact area and 1/Nth of the total

forces predicted by the MTL formulations act on each

asperity, then the total forces produced by the N asperities

in contact should equal the original MTL forces. Hence, we

need not calculate the sum of the total forces by multi-

plying with the total number of asperities N. Instead,

lubricant forces can be calculated using the probability of

Eq. (2) without multiplying with N as we would do for the

solid, sphere-on-flat forces. The inclusion of a switch that

is a function of the mean plane separation, as defined in

Eq. (7), will result in the ‘‘turning-off’’ of lubricant contact

for starved asperities, effectively yielding a reduced bear-

ing capacity relative to full-coverage MTL films, which is

physically expected.

The solid interference is

x ¼ z� d � e ð11Þ

Correspondingly, the solid–solid and liquid gaps for an

asperity, respectively, are

h0 ¼ �x ¼ d � zþ e ð12Þ
d0 ¼ h0 � j ¼ d � zþ e� j ð13Þ

The local (asperity) shear rate, defined as the ratio of the

shearing velocity to the liquid gap, is

_c ¼ U

d0

¼ U

d � zþ e� j
ð14Þ

Asperity hydrodynamic forces can be calculated based

on the effective stiffness formulations introduced in the

previous work [2]. The stiffnesses are defined as piecewise

expressions corresponding to mobile and bonded film

contact as follows:

k
_

P ¼
1

N
kP

¼
1
N mPP0

U
_c0

� �mP
1
j

� �mPþ1
; if 0\d � zþ e� 2j

1
N mPP0

U
_c0

� �mP
1

d�zþe�j

� �mPþ1

; if 2j\d � zþ e� t

8><
>:

ð15Þ

k
_

Q ¼
1

N
kQ ¼

1
N

nQ

ln 10
1
j

� �
; if 0\d � zþ e� 2j

1
N

nQ

ln 10
1

d�zþe�j

� �
; if 2j\d � zþ e� t

8<
:

ð16Þ

These are functions of the experimentally measured critical

bearing force P0 occurring at the critical experimental shear

rate _c0, as well as fitting parameters mP and nQ. The maximum

stiffnesses occur at the minimum solid–solid gap h0,min =

2j = d0,min ? j. The stiffness at each asperity is 1/Nth of the

total, as shown in the above equations; however, as stated

previously, the sum of the asperity contributions will be equal

to the total stiffness predicted by the MTL model, as shown in

Fig. 5a for the bearing stiffness.

The forces can be calculated by multiplying the stiff-

nesses with the liquid gap defined in Eq. (13):

P
_

lube ¼ k
_

Pd0 ¼ k
_

P d � zþ e� jð Þ

Q
_

lube ¼ k
_

Qd0 ¼ k
_

Q d � zþ e� jð Þ
ð17Þ

Figure 5b is a plot of the total bearing force as a function

of the solid–solid gap. Lubricant parameters correspond to a

1.5-nm-thick MTL film with a 40 % bonding ratio, i.e.,

j = 0.3 nm and tm = 0.9 nm. The critical bearing force is

P0 = 10.77 lN and occurs at a critical shear rate of

2 9 105 s-1, and the film is sheared with U = 15 m/s. The

assumption that stiffness goes to zero from the maximum

value at h0 = 2j, allows for the force to smoothly transition

to zero at the inception of solid contact, corresponding to

the destruction of the bonded layer proposed in the previous

work [2] and can be thought of as ‘‘plastic deformation’’ in

the MTL layer as reported in the literature [14]. Given that

the hydrodynamic forces are shear dependent, the

discontinuity at the instance when lubricant contact is

initiated can be justified physically since the shear rate will

have a finite value larger than zero; nevertheless, this

transition is smoothened using the logistic function as a

switch as defined in Eq. (7). Shear stiffness and force

behavior is qualitatively similar (although not shown);

Fig. 5 Total MTL bearing stiffness a and force b as a function of the

solid–solid gap for N asperities
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however, shear forces are very small compared to the

bearing forces.

Adhesive forces are calculated based on the sub-

boundary lubrication model, which employs a Lennard-

Jones surface potential for non-contacting asperities, and a

truncated sphere-on-flat formulation to calculate lubricant

adhesion [20]. Variable surface energy as a function of

penetration into the MTL film was recently introduced [2].

Adhesion for non-contacting and lubricant-contacting

asperities is defined as follows:

F
_

s;nc ¼
8

3
pRmin Dcð Þ

e
d � zþ e� t

� �2

�0:25
e

d � zþ e� t

� �8
" #

ð18Þ

F
_

s;lube ¼ 2pRDc ð19Þ

The variable surface energy is modeled using an

exponential curve-fit of experimental measurements

adopted from the previous work:

Dc ¼ c1 exp �c2 d � zð Þ½ � þ c3 ð20Þ

The curve-fitting coefficients are: c1 = 42.84 9 10-3 N/m,

c2 = 2.41 9 109 m-1, and c3 = 14.54 9 10-3 N/m. Since

these were obtained as functions of d - z without accounting

for the equilibrium spacing, e is not included in the curve-fitted

expression of Eq. (20) so as to yield the correct values. Solid

contact, friction, and adhesion forces acting on an asperity,

expressed in terms of elastic, elastic–plastic, and fully plastic

contributions, are adopted from the finite elements results of

Kogut and Etsion [11], and are included in the total force

formulations shown next.

5 Total Interfacial Forces and Real Area of Contact

An important difference between the present work and the

MTL model [2] is the inclusion of coverage by selectively

imposing lubricant contact, friction, and adhesion on

lubricated asperities only. This can be achieved by utilizing

the lubricant PDF defined in Eq. (9), used here in its

dimensional form, in the following integral equations:

Plube ¼
Zd

d�2j

mPP0

U

_c0

� �mP 1

j

� �mPþ1

d � zþ e� jð ÞuL zð Þdz

þ
Zd�2j

d�t

mPP0

U

_c0

� �mP 1

d � zþ e� j

� �mPþ1

d � zþ e� jð ÞuL zð Þdz ð21Þ

Qlube ¼
Zd

d�2j

nQ

ln 10

d � zþ e� j
j

� �
uL zð Þdz

þ
Zd�2j

d�t

nQ

ln 10
uL zð Þdz ð22Þ

It should be noted again that lubricant bearing and shear

forces are not multiplied by the number of asperities N in

Eqs. (21) and (22) since the MTL model formulations

describe the total, and not the asperity-level, forces as

discussed previously. The total forces are summed over a

range of mean plane separations. Solid contributions are

based on finite elements solutions of sphere-on-flat contact

[2, 11, 12, 23]. Lubricant and solid contributions are added

over their respective ranges, as represented by the limits of

integration. In the case of the adhesive force in the

lubricant contact regime, there is an additional component

corresponding to non-contact where the spacing between

the surfaces is d - z ? e. Also, the equilibrium spacing e is

dropped from the limits of integration since it appears in

both the lower and the upper limits and does not change the

magnitude of the forces and stiffnesses.

P ¼ Plube þ
2

3
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Q ¼ Qlube þ
2
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The real area of contact is defined for solid contact and

is defined as

Ar ¼ pRxcð ÞN
Zdþxc

d

I1 þ 0:93

Zdþ6xc

dþxc
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2
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þ0:94
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The integrands have the following forms:

Ib ¼ z� d
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u zð Þdz ð28Þ
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As per previous discussion, the integrand corresponding

to lubricant contact includes both the variable surface energy

term for lubricated asperities as well as a non-contacting,

Lennard-Jones potential term for starved asperities. For the

latter, the non-contacting PDF introduced in Eq. (10) is used

instead of the regular Gaussian PDF. The critical interference

is defined as [24]:

xc ¼
pKH

2E

� �2

R ð32Þ

The maximum contact pressure factor K = 0.454 ?

0.41m is related to the Poisson ratio of the softer material

with hardness H, while the reduced modulus is

E ¼ 1� m2
1

E1

þ 1� m2
2

E2

� ��1

ð33Þ

The Young’s moduli and Poisson ratios of the two

materials are E1, E2 and m1, m2, while R is the combined

radius of asperities. In the following simulation results we

used the following material properties: E1 = E2 = 280

GPa, m1 = m2 = 0.24, H = 13 GPa, and e = 0.098 nm.

6 Simulation Results for Full Coverage

The following figures show plots of the interfacial forces

(accounting for surface roughness) and stiffnesses for a

1.5-nm-thick MTL film with 40 % bonding ratio, i.e.,

j = 0.3 nm and tm = 0.9 nm, and full coverage (C = 1),

as functions of the dimensionless mean plane separation

(for surface heights) h* = h/r. The critical bearing force is

P0 = 10.77 lN and occurs at a critical shear rate of

2 9 105 s-1, and the film is sheared with U = 15 m/s.

A shown in Fig. 6, the total contact and friction forces

are dominated by the solid contributions, which is why the

ISBL and IMTL curves are barely distinguishable, espe-

cially in the case of the friction force plotted in Fig. 6c; this

occurs because the lubricant shear force is insignificantly

small compared to solid friction. In the case of the contact

force, shown in Fig. 6a, the maximum hydrodynamic force

observed is about 2.19 mN in magnitude. A zoomed-in

view of the total contact force plotted in Fig. 6b shows the

differentiation between the ISBL and IMTL models.

Using the MTL model [2], the maximum bearing force

for the same lubricant properties and conditions was found

to be about 5.54 mN, as shown in Fig. 5b: the IMTL model

predicts a maximum bearing force that is only 40 % of the

Fig. 6 Contact a and friction forces c versus dimensionless separa-

tion with the ISBL and IMTL models. A zoomed-in version of (a) is

shown in (b)
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MTL-predicted value. The reason for this difference is that

the MTL model assumed a uniform MTL layer starting at a

mean plane separation of 3r (where solid contact is prac-

tically zero) and superposed transitional and hydrodynamic

contact regimes beyond 3r and up to 3r ? t. In contrast,

the IMTL model assumes that the lubricant fills the valleys

and follows the solid topography so that the maximum

hydrodynamic bearing force does not occur at a single

value of mean plane separation (identified as 3r ? 2j in

the MTL model). Instead, lubricant contact contributions

are summed over a range of separations for the IMTL

model. Nevertheless, the sum of the lubricant contributions

should be consistent for both the MTL and IMTL models.

In order to confirm this, in an approximate manner, we

calculate the area under the curve for the MTL model, as

shown in Fig. 5b, by simplifying the profile as that of two

triangles of height 5.54 mN and widths of 2j and t - 2j.

Similarly, the area under the curve for the IMTL model,

shown in Fig. 6b, could be approximated as a circular

segment with height 2.19 mN and chord length equal to

*3r. The two areas are within 10 % of each other; given

the approximations used, we could make the case that,

indeed, the sums of lubricant contributions for the MTL

and IMTL models are consistent. These results are in good

agreement with estimates of the bearing capacity stemming

from experiments measuring the force necessary to expel

all the mobile molecules from the interface [25]. Further

experimental work is required to verify the model accu-

racy, which, however, is extremely difficult; this could be

coupled with molecular dynamics simulations to gain a

fundamental understanding of the basic physics involved.

Analytical expressions for the lubricant stiffnesses of the

MTL model are given in Eqs. (15) and (16). These can be

summed up within the context of rough surface contact by

integrating them over the appropriate limits as was done

with the forces, or, alternatively, by dividing the integrands

in the lubricant force Eqs. (21) and (22) with the liquid gap

given in Eq. (13). The corresponding contact and frictional

stiffnesses can be extracted from the solid (ISBL model)

forces as:

kc ¼
DPsolid

Dh

				
				 ð34Þ

kfr ¼
DQsolid

Dh

				
				 ð35Þ

The solid stiffnesses are plotted in Fig. 7. These can be

used within the context of dynamic contact to calculate the

dynamic (including inertial contributions) contact and

friction forces by multiplying them with the instantaneous

flying height, quantified as the dynamic clearance between

the means of the two rough surfaces [16, 17]. Similarly, the

lubricant stiffnesses in the normal and shear directions kP

and kQ are plotted as functions of the dimensionless mean

plane separation in Fig. 8. It can be observed that these are

significantly smaller than their solid counterparts. In fact,

the shear stiffness is predicted to be negligible as 3–4 orders

of magnitude smaller than the solid frictional stiffness.

However, if one is only concerned with lubricant contact,

the model provides the rough surface forces/stiffness for

both normal and shear directions.

The total normal and lateral components of the stiffness

can be summed by superposing the solid and lubricant

contributions as shown in Fig. 9. As expected, the presence

of the MTL film does not contribute to the friction. How-

ever, rather than the stiffness going to zero at a mean plane

separation of 3r as was assumed in the ISBL model, the

IMTL model predicts significant contributions to the con-

tact force due to the bearing supported by the MTL film, as

shown in Fig. 9a. As stated previously, the dynamic con-

tact and friction forces can be calculated for dynamic

contact by multiplying the normal and lateral stiffnesses

knormal and klateral with the instantaneous flying height with

the addition of inertial contributions [16, 17].

The total adhesive force as a function of dimensionless

separation is plotted in Fig. 10 for the ISBL and IMTL

models. It should be noted that the MTL model utilized a

variable surface energy function that changed as a function

Fig. 7 Solid contact a and friction stiffnesses b versus dimensionless

separation

Fig. 8 Lubricant bearing a and shear stiffnesses b versus dimen-

sionless separation
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of the mean plane separation. In contrast, the IMTL for-

mulation addresses variable surface energy on a per-

asperity basis as shown in the formulation of the total

adhesive force in Eq. (26). Nevertheless, there is not much

difference in the prediction of the total adhesive force since

the difference comes only from within the lubricant contact

regime formulation; hence, the MTL model prediction was

not included in the plot. The ISBL model, assuming a

constant (at the maximum value) surface energy, over-

predicts the total adhesive force for separations larger than

*2r, as seen in Fig. 10.

7 Effects of Coverage and Bonding Ratio

The lubricant bearing capacity, expressed as the stiffness

kP, is plotted in Fig. 11 as a function of dimensionless

separation for various coverage and bonding ratios. The

trends observed are the same for the shear stiffness, as

well as for the bearing and shear lubricant forces. Hence,

analyzing the behavior of the bearing capacity is sufficient

to characterize the effects of the coverage and bonding

ratios.

Three values of the coverage and bonding ratios each

are plotted: C = {0.6, 0.8, 1.0}, and BR = {0.4, 0.6, 0.8}.

The effect of the bonding ratio is straightforward to iden-

tify: increasing the bonding ratio decreases the maximum

bearing capacity of the MTL film. The maximum bearing

capacity appears to occur close to the inception of solid

contact at h* = 3 (i.e., h = 3r). Hence, changing the

coverage may also affect the maximum bearing capacity

for sufficiently small coverage ratios. It should be noted

that the concentration of the lubricant in the valleys of the

solid surface’s roughness, as captured in our model, results

in significant lubricant contact contributions during asper-

ity contact at dimensionless separations smaller than 3.

Coverage determines the cutoff of the lubricant bearing

capacity approximately at h* = 3, 4, or 5 for the corre-

sponding coverage ratios of C = 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. In

general, decreasing the coverage will decrease the number

of lubricated asperities at the interface; if the coverage

results in the ‘‘top’’ of the lubricated asperities coinciding

or being smaller to the separation for inception of solid

contact at 3r, then the maximum bearing capacity will also

decrease.

Correspondingly, the total adhesive force as a function of

dimensionless separation is plotted in Fig. 12 for coverage

ratios C = {0.6, 0.8, 1.0}. By definition—referring to the

formulations presented in this manuscript—the adhesive

force is independent of the bonding ratio. As shown in the

plots of Fig. 12, decreasing the coverage decreases the

lubricant contribution to adhesion but maintains the non-

contacting component. As is the case with all interfacial

forces, the effect of coverage increases as coverage

Fig. 9 Total normal a and lateral stiffnesses b versus dimensionless

separation

Fig. 10 Adhesive force versus dimensionless separation with the

ISBL and IMTL models

Fig. 11 Bearing stiffness versus dimensionless separation for various

coverage and bonding ratios

Fig. 12 Adhesive force versus dimensionless separation for various

coverage ratios
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decreases. This is due to the nature of the Gaussian distri-

bution of asperities: most asperities will have heights close

to the mean value rather than the edges (3r).

A predictive model such as the one presented in this

paper can be used to optimize lubricant behavior for

improved head-disk interface designs. Especially within

the context of heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR),

lubricant properties such as the limiting viscosity can be

modified to account for thermal effects or humidity. Sim-

ilarly, changing the bonding ratio and coverage can be used

to design lubricant of various chemistries. Furthermore,

dynamic effects not investigated in the present model can

be incorporated, as done in a recently published compre-

hensive dynamic contact model [16]. Optimization meth-

ods using DOE/ANOVA methodologies can also be used in

the future work to extract improved lubricant designs for

reduced clearance, vibrations, and wear at the head-disk

interface [26].

8 Conclusions

An advanced model that accounts for surface adhesion and

roughness was proposed that includes the effects of

molecularly thin lubricant film coverage and bonding ratio

to contact and adhesion at the interface. These effects are

of particular importance for the head-disk interface of hard-

disk drives where sub-monolayer films of high bonded

ratios are used or occur due to sustained lubricant contact

and which, by definition, feature less-than-full-coverage

ratios. The model allows for the prediction of lubricant

bearing and shear effective stiffnesses for a rough interface.

When superposed with the solid contact and friction con-

tributions, these describe the total normal and lateral

stiffness components. Adhesion with variable surface

energy was also addressed on a per-asperity basis. Further

work, coupling experimental measurements with molecular

dynamics simulations, is necessary to understand the basic

physics at the interface. At the same time, the present

model enables the optimization of lubricant properties for

reduced clearance, vibrations, and wear, when coupled

with existing comprehensive dynamic models.
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